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Visual Identity for the Red Umbrella Iceland
Sjónræn framsetning Rauðu regnhlífarinnar

What does it mean to be a sex worker in Iceland today? 
At best you get stigmatized and at worst you could loose 
your livelihood or get deported. Sex work has largely been 
forced underground and therefore it isn’t visible in our 
society which makes it hard to connect with other sex 
workers without outing yourself. Founded by sex workers 
for sex workers, Rauða regnhlífin is an organisation which 
provides a safe place to turn to and aims to educate and 
shine a light on the struggles sex workers face. The project's 
goal was to create a visual identity that would honor the 
grassroots origins of sex work activism while forming a voice 
of credibility.

Hvað þýðir það að vera í kynlífsvinnu á Íslandi í dag? Í 
besta falli mætirðu fordómum og í versta falli gætir þú 
misst lífsviðurværið og vera vísað úr landi. Kynlífsvinna 
hefur verið þvinguð til starfa í undirheimunum og er hún 
því ekki sýnileg. Þetta veldur því að erfitt er fyrir fólk í 
kynlífsvinnu að tengjast öðru kynlífsverkafólki án þess að 
setja sig í viðkvæma stöðu. Rauða regnhlífin eru samtök 
stofnuð af kynlífsverkafólki fyrir kynlífsverkafólk. Þau veita 
kynlífsverkafólki öruggan vettvang til að leita stuðnings 
til hvors annars. Samtökin leitast einnig við að opinbera 
baráttuna sem kynlífsverkafólk neyðist til að ganga í 
gegnum og auka almenna fræðslu. Markmið verksins 
er að móta sjónræna framsetningu sem virðir uppruna 
grasrótarhreyfingarinnar og skapar áreiðanlega rödd.



The beginning

The history of design and activism is something I‘m 
very interested in and have been wanting to delve 
into deeper. Amongst other things my interest was 
sparked by the 'Utopia' class during the second year 
of university. Another class I was inspired by was 
'Behaviour and transformation' which introduced me to 
behavioural design. It consisted of experimental studies 
and adjusting our designs according to outcomes which 
is a strategy that could be useful to adapt into this 
project as well.
 My interest in the topic of sex work stems from 
my love for pole dancing which is a form of dance that 
has its roots in sex work and has become very popular 
and accepted into main stream culture in the last few 
years. However, even though their dance moves, fashion 
and language have been adapted into pop-culture, sex 
workers still face stigma and endangerment of their 
livelihoods because of their work. The obstacles they 
face are the partial criminalization of their work caused 
by the Swedish Model as well as social isolation and 
discrimination. 

The goal

I have been involved with Rauða regnhlífin for a while 
now and have established a connection between them 
and the local pole dance community but I would love 
to use my skills and knowledge as a graphic designer 
to amplify their cause and explore what role design can 
play within a sociopolitical issue.
 I don‘t want to reduce my part as a designer to 
creating a visual identity (even though that will most 
likely be part of it), I think one of my goals for this 
project will be to analyse how an activist group is 
structured and map out all the different parts, outputs, 
target groups and goals. That way I will have a clear 
base to work with and to build on visually. 
 Rauða regnhlífin is not a traditional brand, so 
creating a visual identity for them will also have to 
reflect that. The members intentionally choose to stay 
anonymous and to not have a leader within their group. 
One of their goals is to increase their visibility with one 
of the concerns being the grey area of criminalisation 
and solicitation they run the risk of falling into. 
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The research

The first stage will be to map out a plan of action, 
which methods and media will be used (f.e. zines, 
posters, stickers, stamps, stencils, social media, etc). 
Part of the project will be to document the process  
and approach it as an experimental attempt at creating 
a campaign to uplift and amplify a social cause.
 Research and production/designing will go on 
simultaniously, however focussing on research first and 
then shifting the focus onto designing. I want to start 
sketching out designs early on to have enough time to 
actually produce and execute them along the way.
 After leading an interview with the members of 
R.R., I gathered that the main goals of their work are to 
educate the general public on the reality of sex work 
(from the perspective of sex workers) and to provide 
support and a community for sex workers in Iceland. 
Additionally, part of their work is to address and com-
municate with government authorities. A challenge 
will be to navigate how to address the different target 
groups and consider which language(s) to use. Currently 
the main language R.R. uses is Icelandic which might 
not be inclusive for everyone they want to reach.
 After our interview, I have a good grasp on the 
history and work of their organization, their goals 
and target groups and have already planned our 
next meeting where I will focus on the design and 
production. I compiled a moodboard which I further 
edited after the input from the meeting and have 
collected data and ressources from R.R. that are 
relevant to the topic. I also got permission to use the 
photography work of one of the members which would 
fit in very well.
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The inspiration

The moodboard I have put together so far is very 
inspired by the punk scene, DIY crafts, collages and 
illustrations. Even though the cause is serious, I want  
to lean into an approachable yet radical look, and  
give myself the freedom to experiment with fun and 
out there colors, textures and typography.
 If possible, I would like to put my designs 
into action in their intended context and document 
any response (if there is any). In my research, I am 
also considering spaces that are appropriate for the 
message and target groups. 

The content

From the beginning I had a lot of material to work with 
that the organisation had previously collected, however 
it consisted of unedited e–mail threads, excerpts of 
the members' own experiences and was generally all 
over the place. I made it my task to go through the 
information and decide how I wanted to structure and 
present it in a concise way without losing its impact.  
 With my main goals of educating about sex work 
and creating a supportive network for sex workers, I 
decided to make a glossary with important sex work 
related buzz words and to conduct short interviews 
with Icelandic sex workers through R.R. to hear from 
them personally. 
 I collected a list of buzz words together with R.R. 
that would clear up terms that are often used when 
talking about sex work issues but aren’t universally 
known to people outside of the matter. They include 
a definition for the umbrella term that is sex work as 
well as an overview of the different legislations used to 
regulate sex work. 
 The sex worker interviews were conducted 
through a questionnaire that I sent out, I kept it short 
and focussed to get as many responses as possible. I 
tried to pick a variety of viewpoints from the answers I 
got and turned them into individual posters as well as 
one collective poster. 
 I had previously decided to translate all of 
the texts I would be working with into English and 
Icelandic and for some unique terms I turned to a 
group of linguists associated with Samtökin ‘78 and 
Q-félagið who helped me find the appropriate Icelandic 
translations.
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The design

One of the challenges I encountered during the design 
process was to find the right balance between the raw 
and unpolished visuals I had chosen as my inspiration 
and giving the topic the credibility it deserves. I wanted 
the look to be bold and eye-catching and I landed on 
the red and pink colour scheme early on. Red because 
of its rebellious character and the connection to the 
name of Rauða regnhlífin and pink to represent a more 
soft and playful side. 
 The logo has clear shapes and a sans serif type 
with a low contrast stroke width that matches the 
icon's style. I spent some time choosing a typeface 
to work with for the copy and settled on the rather 
neutral yet modern sans serif typeface DM Sans by 
Colophon Foundry and its monospace version DM Mono. 
I used DM Sans mainly for the glossary poster and 
where I felt a formal or educational tone was needed 
and DM Mono to differentiate the sex workers’ quotes 
with a font reminiscent of typewriting.
 To add visual interest I went back to some 
material I had previously looked at for my Bachelor’s 
thesis that combined sex work and print media and 
had sparked my interest. One of them were the 
'Úrklippur' featured in the Icelandic pornographic 
magazine 'Tígulgosinn' from the 1970s to 90s, where 
a pornographic photograph was cut into pieces, 
scrambled and then printed in the issue for the reader 
to reassemble. This was done to bypass strict laws 
about pornography at the time but is also an interesting 
visual representation on censorship versus visibility.
 The other source of inspiration were the British 
‘tart cards’ used by sex workers in the 1980s and 90s 
to advertise their services on small colorful cards 
displayed in windows or phone booths. They were 
produced by the sex workers themselves and often 
featured mismatched fonts, cheeky illustrations and 
word play which hinted at the services offered.
 I incorporated these inspirations along with my 
original punk influences by using a ripped up image 
taken by one of the members of R.R. and scanning 
it to create sort of a pattern with it. In the spirit of 
self-publishing, I mainly used a printer and scanner to 
arrange, cut apart and glue the imagery for my project. 
A lot of time was spent experimenting and finding the 
right look by trial and error. 
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I also liked the idea of including some illustrations 
in the style of my umbrella icon so I came up with 
a sheet of different icons that added a playful style. 
One of them, the safety pin, became a key element 
as it referenced punk and counter-culture but also 
symbolised safety and protection. I later on chose it as 
the binding method for the zine. 
 I knew I wanted to create merchandise with the 
logo and visuals as well and I had in mind that I wanted 
it to be cheap and accessible and possible to produce 
quickly. I came up with a circular design that would 
work in Icelandic and English and could be used in 
different forms, such as pins, stickers and as a stencil. 
The stencil had multiple purposes, to brand textiles or 
to be used on walls or pavement.
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Image 5–6

Image 7–9
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The results

I was quite pleased with how everything came together 
at the exhibition. I arranged the individual posters with 
the different quotes as a poster wall in a pink and red 
chequered pattern and let them disperse at the top 
to disrupt the set-up a bit. The glossary poster and 
the poster with the collective quotes were layered on 
top of the other posters as well as a red shelf holding 
the zine which consisted of the two big posters, one 
individual quote poster, a sticker sheet and a poster 
which featured only the visual elements. I also used the 
stencil directly on the wall with red paint and installed 
a subtle red spotlight.
 The decision to make a zine came quite early in 
the design process but I went through a few different 
formats until I settled on an A4 format with the 
posters folded in half. I spent a good amount of time on 
designing a website which I wasn’t quite satisfied with 
in the end, so I wish I would have focussed more on the 
print media instead. 
 It was quite difficult to balance the research, 
content collection and the design process, I think I 
got stuck a bit too long in the research phase and 
could have spent more time on the design itself. I also 
acknowledge that I had a lot of interesting inspirations 
but it was maybe not necessary to use all of them 
for this project, I wish I had rather picked one style 
direction and went with it a bit further. However, I 
think I managed to create a fun and visually interesting 
identity without taking away from the organisation’s 
credibility by keeping the typography quite reduced 
and neutral and combining it with colourful and eye-
catching elements.
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Image 12–20
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Image 21–26



Images

Image 1: Project moodboard
Image 2–4: Poster designs
Image 5–6: Pages from 'Tígulgosinn' from  

Þjóðarbókhlaðan archive
Image 7–9: 'Tart cards' from Wellcome 

Collective
Image 10–11: Posters with visual elements
Image 12–17: Pictures taken at the exhibition  

opening at Kjarvalsstaðir
Image 18–20: Merchandise designs 
Image 21–26: Scans of zine spreads
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